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ABSTRACT
The Stokes drift of surface waves significantly modifies the upper-ocean turbulence because of the Craik–
Leibovich vortex force (Langmuir turbulence). Under tropical cyclones the contribution of the surface waves
varies significantly depending on complex wind and wave conditions. Therefore, turbulence closure models
used in ocean models need to explicitly include the sea state–dependent impacts of the Langmuir turbulence.
In this study, the K-profile parameterization (KPP) first-moment turbulence closure model is modified to
include the explicit Langmuir turbulence effect, and its performance is tested against equivalent large-eddy
simulation (LES) experiments under tropical cyclone conditions. First, the KPP model is retuned to reproduce
LES results without Langmuir turbulence to eliminate implicit Langmuir turbulence effects included in the
standard KPP model. Next, the Lagrangian currents are used in place of the Eulerian currents in the KPP
equations that calculate the bulk Richardson number and the vertical turbulent momentum flux. Finally, an
enhancement to the turbulent mixing is introduced as a function of the nondimensional turbulent Langmuir
number. The retuned KPP, with the Lagrangian currents replacing the Eulerian currents and the turbulent
mixing enhanced, significantly improves prediction of upper-ocean temperature and currents compared to the
standard (unmodified) KPP model under tropical cyclones and shows improvements over the standard KPP at
constant moderate winds (10 m s21).

1. Introduction
Tropical cyclone prediction models require sea surface
temperature and currents to accurately compute air–sea
heat and momentum fluxes. These air–sea fluxes are the
primary contributors to the energy budget of a tropical
cyclone and therefore greatly affect the storm intensity
(see Emanuel 1991, 1999). Tropical cyclones are known
to generate vigorous responses in the upper ocean, which
include surface waves with amplitudes larger than 15 m,
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upper-ocean currents in excess of 1 m s21, and sea surface
temperature cooling of several degrees (Ginis 2002). The
surface temperature and current responses to wind forcing are determined by turbulent mixing throughout the
upper-ocean boundary layer, which must be carefully
accounted for in ocean models that are coupled to tropical cyclone forecast models.
As a hurricane passes over a particular location, the
upper-ocean mixing develops in the following manner:
First, near-surface ocean currents and surface waves
increase as momentum from the wind is transferred into
the ocean. The large vertical shear below the developing
surface current generates turbulence and drives the
deepening of the active surface mixing layer. Surface
gravity waves also contribute to the upper-ocean mixing
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and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget through
breaking and the Stokes drift; the latter significantly
modifies upper-ocean turbulence (Langmuir turbulence). The near-surface temperature cools due to the
entrainment of cold water from the thermocline below
as the mixing layer deepens (Price 1981). Although
these are primarily one-dimensional (vertical) mixing
processes, the cool-water entrainment under a tropical
cyclone can be further enhanced by three-dimensional
processes, notably by upwelling due to Ekman pumping (Yablonsky and Ginis 2009). Evaporation is another source of surface cooling, although this is
generally a second-order process during strong winds
and active entrainment (Ginis 2002).
In three-dimensional ocean circulation models that
utilize Reynolds-averaged equations of motion, the
upper-ocean turbulent fluxes are typically parameterized
by closure models. The traditional turbulence closure
models (e.g., Mellor and Yamada 1982; Large et al. 1994)
determine the evolution of the mixing layer turbulence
through inputspincluding
the wind stress t (or the friction
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
velocity u* 5 t/ra , where ra is the air density) and the
surface buoyancy flux B*. These closure models do not
explicitly capture the contribution of surface gravity
waves to the upper-ocean turbulence. One source of
upper-ocean turbulence due to surface gravity waves is
the injection of TKE from wave breaking to the ocean
(Melville 1996). The elevated turbulence due to breaking
waves decays within depths scaling with the significant
wave height (i.e., Craig and Banner 1994; Terray et al.
1996). Another significant source of turbulence derived
from surface waves is the Langmuir turbulence. The
depth scale of the Langmuir turbulence is typically larger
and is determined by the mixed layer depth and/or the
Stokes drift e-folding depth (Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008;
Grant and Belcher 2009; Sullivan et al. 2012).
First observed by Langmuir (Langmuir 1938), it took
several decades for the mechanism that drives Langmuir
circulations to be identified. This is the Craik–Leibovich
(CL) vortex force, which results from interaction between the Stokes drift of surface waves and the upperocean Eulerian current vorticity (Craik and Leibovich
1976). In the high Reynolds number planetary boundary
layer turbulence, the Langmuir turbulence (turbulence
that is modified by the CL vortex force) exists over
scales ranging from O(1) m to the mixed layer depth,
even when not organized as coherent Langmuir circulations (McWilliams et al. 1997). Langmuir turbulence
has been extensively studied for the last two decades
using large-eddy simulation (LES) models that can resolve explicitly the dominant scales of Langmuir turbulence (Skyllingstad and Denbo 1995; McWilliams
et al. 1997; Skyllingstad et al. 2000; Noh et al. 2004; Min
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and Noh 2004; Polton and Belcher 2007; Sullivan et al.
2007; Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008; Grant and Belcher
2009; Kukulka et al. 2009; Teixeira and Belcher 2010;
Kukulka et al. 2010; Noh et al. 2011; Van Roekel et al.
2012). All support the conclusion that the CL vortex
force strengthens upper-ocean mixing in many different regimes. Studies that qualitatively and quantitatively compare LES results to in situ data confirm
that including the CL vortex force improves the model
observation agreement (Kukulka et al. 2009; D’Asaro
et al. 2014).
LES has also been used to study stochastic momentum injection via wave breaking in the presence of
Langmuir turbulence in the planetary boundary layer
(Noh et al. 2004; Sullivan et al. 2007; McWilliams et al.
2012). These studies show that the impact of intermittent breaking momentum injection is mostly limited
to the upper several meters when compared to constant
surface momentum fluxes. Therefore, the CL vortex
force (which impacts scales of 10–200 m) is a much more
effective mechanism to enhance mixed layer deepening.
Various scalings for the enhancement of the turbulence
closure models based on the Langmuir number have
been proposed, which will be discussed in detail later
(sections 2 and 8).
Sullivan et al. (2012) have employed LES to study
Langmuir turbulence under strong, transient wind stress
and Stokes drift conditions characteristic of tropical cyclones. This idealized study shows large variation in
Langmuir turbulence from the right to the left side of the
storm track. The right side of the storm (Northern
Hemisphere convention) has inertially resonant wind and
current rotation, which significantly deepens the mixing
layer compared to the nonresonant left side (Price 1981;
Skyllingstad et al. 2000; Sanford et al. 2011). The right
side also has larger waves due to resonance between the
wind and the storm translation (Young 2003; Moon et al.
2003), which results in a stronger, deeper Stokes drift
profile (Sullivan et al. 2012).
Recently, Rabe et al. (2015) investigated Langmuir
turbulence under Hurricane Gustav (2008) by combining in situ measurements of turbulence obtained by
Lagrangian floats deployed ahead of the storm and LES
hindcasts of the upper-ocean turbulence at the float locations. The observations show a regime behind the eye
of a tropical cyclone where the turbulent vertical velocity variance w02 is reduced compared to traditional
wind-driven u* scaling. The LES results suggest that
such a regime may be due to large variability of the
Langmuir turbulence, since the local wave field varies
significantly (both in time and in space) under a tropical
cyclone. Comparisons between the turbulent quantities
from the LES and the observations are imperfect for
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various reasons, particularly because of uncertainty of
the drag coefficient in tropical cyclone conditions (see
Rabe et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the results suggest that
the Langmuir turbulence is an important, spatially variable source of mixing under a tropical cyclone and that
the additional mixing due to the CL vortex force is
necessary to best match the simulations and the field
observations.
To improve the comparison between models containing the Langmuir turbulence and in situ data,
large-scale three-dimensional processes such as upwelling and advection must be included. However,
such models are computationally expensive and cannot be run at resolutions that are needed to resolve the
dominant Langmuir turbulence scale. Therefore, turbulence closure models that parameterize Langmuir
turbulence must be developed and be included in
coarse-resolution [O(103–104) m] basin-scale numerical ocean models. Such an approach would contribute
to improved performance of coupled hurricane–
wave–ocean simulation/prediction models.
The main objective of this study is to develop a robust
turbulence closure model that accurately accounts for
the Langmuir turbulence effects under tropical cyclone
conditions. Such a model is constructed and tested using
an extensive set of LES Langmuir turbulence experiments under a wide range of tropical cyclone wind and
wave conditions.
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where the potential temperature u is similarly decomposed into the Reynolds mean Q and fluctuation u0 , and
nu is the molecular diffusion of heat. Again, horizontal
turbulent fluxes have been dropped.
In the presence of the wave-induced Stokes drift profile
uS, the advective and planetary terms in the momentum
equation contain the Stokes drift (following McWilliams
and Restrepo 1999):
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where v 5 = 3 Uh is the vertical (relative) vorticity
vector, the advective Stokes drift component is represented through the vortex force v 3 uS, the planetary
rotation term is modified to include the Stokes drift (the
Coriolis–Stokes term), and the dynamic pressure P~ has
been modified to include the Stokes drift correction.
Similarly, the Stokes drift is introduced to the advective
terms of the temperature equation
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2. Geophysical turbulence closure models
In typical ocean models based on Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, the horizontal momentum equations, with the hydrostatic and Boussinesq
approximations, can be expressed as
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where xh are the horizontal coordinates, z is the vertical coordinate (positive upward), f is the Coriolis
parameter (vector), n is the molecular viscosity, and
r0 is the reference density. The instantaneous horizontal velocity vector uh and vertical velocity w are
decomposed into the Reynolds mean (Uh, W ) and
fluctuation (u0h , w0 ), and P is the Reynolds-averaged
dynamic pressure. The overbar represents the Reynolds mean, and u0h w0 is the vertical turbulent momentum flux. The horizontal turbulent fluxes have
been neglected. The temperature advective–diffusive
equation can be expressed as

The Stokes drift should be calculated from the full
wave spectra, which are prescribed based on observations
or surface wave models. Therefore, the only components
of the system that cannot be solved for by the horizontal
momentum equation [(3)], the temperature–advection
equation [(4)], the equation of state, and the continuity
equation are the vertical turbulent flux terms. A turbulence closure model is used to calculate these terms,
which can be expressed as
›Uh
1 GU , and
›z
›Q
u0 w0 5 2Ku 1 Gu ,
›z

u0h w0 5 2KM

(5)
(6)

where the vertical turbulent flux of a property is equal to
the vertical gradient of the mean property multiplied by
an eddy viscosity KM (or an eddy diffusivity Ku for
temperature) plus a nonlocal (or countergradient) term
G. The K-profile parameterization (KPP; Large et al.
1994) is one example of a turbulent closure model for
geophysical applications that solves for the turbulent
fluxes following this form. Recently, several studies
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(McWilliams and Sullivan 2000; Smyth et al. 2002;
McWilliams et al. 2012, 2014; Sinha et al. 2015) proposed
modifications to the KPP model that include the Langmuir turbulence.
In McWilliams and Sullivan (2000), the Langmuir
turbulence is included via an enhancement factor to
the eddy viscosity (and diffusivity) through an enhanced turbulent velocity scale. The enhancement
factor is parameterized from the turbulent Langmuir
number:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*
,
Lat 5
juS (z 5 0)j

(7)

where juS(z 5 0)j is the magnitude of the surface Stokes
drift. This approach was later modified by Smyth et al.
(2002) to include dependency on the surface buoyancy
flux. Fan and Griffies (2014) showed that using this enhanced turbulent velocity scale in the MOM global
ocean circulation model had significant impacts on the
evolution of the temperature and mixed layer depth in
certain regions. However, the enhanced velocity scale
did not properly resolve model differences against in situ
observations, suggesting the need for additional model
improvements.
McWilliams et al. (2012) proposed further modifications to the KPP model that include an additional
component of the turbulent momentum flux down the
gradient of the Stokes drift:
u0h w0 5 2KL

›UhL
,
›z

(8)

where KL is the Lagrangian eddy viscosity, and UhL is
the Lagrangian current (UhL 5 uS 1 Uh). This approach
was demonstrated to improve simulations of the mean
current profiles in idealized, unstratified conditions
when compared to LES. McWilliams et al. (2014) suggest that for more accurate prediction of the mixing
depth the KPP model may also require enhancement of
the turbulent velocity scale to compute the unresolved
contributions to the bulk mixed layer shear.
Other studies investigated second-moment turbulence closure models by including the CL vortex force in
the TKE equation (D’Alessio et al. 1998), the dissipation length scale (Kantha and Clayson 2004), and the
stability functions (Harcourt 2013, 2015). The additional
turbulent flux down the gradient of the Stokes drift is a
key component to the modifications presented by
Harcourt (2013, 2015). These studies demonstrate that
prediction of the upper-ocean current is improved if the
Langmuir turbulence parameterization via Stokes drift
is included in the closure model.
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In this study we focus on the KPP turbulence closure
model under tropical cyclone conditions. First, the performance of the standard KPP model without explicit
Langmuir turbulence effects is investigated under tropical cyclone conditions. Next, we investigate how different
modifications to the KPP model that include Langmuir
turbulence improve the comparison with equivalent LES
simulations.

3. Experimental design
Although any model performance should be validated
against observations in principle, it is difficult to test the
KPP model using in situ data in tropical cyclone conditions. Reliable observational data are extremely rare in
high-wind environments. Furthermore, to test the KPP
model it is preferable to utilize one-dimensional experiments (where horizontal variations are neglected) in
order to isolate the vertical turbulent mixing from largescale three-dimensional processes that introduce additional complications. In situ observations are inherently
three-dimensional and lack the temporal and spatial
distributions needed to properly test the KPP model
over a robust range of conditions. Instead, we will validate the KPP model against idealized computational
experiments using a LES model that explicitly resolves
the Langmuir turbulence. The performance of the KPP
model embedded in a one-dimensional RANS model is
tested against the one-dimensional solutions derived by
horizontally averaging the LES results.
The ocean surface waves are simulated using the
WAVEWATCH III (WW3; Tolman 2009) surface
wave model. The WW3 (v3.14) model is used with a
modification to the wind input source function that has
been demonstrated to well predict the peak wave
spectrum under tropical cyclone conditions (Fan et al.
2009). The computational domain has a uniform deepwater (4000 m) bathymetry. The horizontal dimensions
are 1800 km in the direction perpendicular to the storm
translation and 3000 km in the direction of storm
translation, which are large enough that the boundaries
are not dynamically important to the study location.
The horizontal resolution of the wave model is 8.33 km,
and the wave spectrum is defined over 40 logarithmically spaced frequencies (with a minimum frequency of
0.0285 Hz) and 48 evenly spaced directions. Surface
forcing is applied using a defined, idealized tropical
cyclone wind stress. The wind field is constructed following the model of Holland (1980) with a realistic
wind inflow angle model following Zhang and Uhlhorn
(2012). The radius of maximum wind (RMW) is set as
50 km, and the maximum wind speed is set at 65 m s21.
The wave field is initially at rest.
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FIG. 1. (left) Wind speed, (center) significant wave height, and (right) magnitude of surface
layer–averaged Stokes drift for a (top) 5 and (bottom) 10 m s21 translating idealized tropical
cyclone. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the distance from the storm center position
normalized by the RMW (50 km). The white open circles in the right panels show the test site
locations. The dashed circle represents RMW, and the solid black line represents the storm
track (moving from right to left).

The identical wind stress is applied in the LES and
one-dimensional RANS models, which are calculated
8
<0:0012,
Cd 5 (0:49 1 0:065ju10 j) 3 1023 ,
:
0:0018,
where ju10j is the neutral 10-m wind magnitude. A very
weak (5 W m22) destabilizing surface buoyancy flux is
also applied, which is insignificant after the initial
onset of turbulence. Even a realistic surface heat flux
does not significantly contribute to the turbulent
mixing within the peak region of a tropical cyclone
(wind speeds greater than ;15 m s21). We therefore
neglect this contribution.
The idealized tropical cyclone is translated at a constant velocity through the domain at a moderate (5 m s21)
and fast (10 m s21) speeds. Half the translation speed
vector is added to the wind speed vector to create a more
realistic, asymmetric wind distribution. The resulting
wind fields are shown in Fig. 1 (left panels).
The waves are spun up to a quasi-steady state (relative
to the moving storm) through an initial 24-h simulation
with the storm translating through the domain. The

using the bulk formula with the drag coefficient formulation as Sullivan et al. (2012):
: ju10 j , 11 m s21
: 11 m s21 # ju10 j # 20 m s21 ,
: 20 m s21 , ju10 j

(9)

resulting significant wave height (the integrated variance spectrum) is presented in Fig. 1 (center panels) for
both translation speeds. The Stokes drift is computed
from the spectrum as follows:
uS 5

ð kUL ð 2p
0

C(k, u)2v exp(2kz)k du dk,

(10)

0

where C(k, u) is the wavenumber direction sea surface
displacement variance spectrum, k is the wavenumber,
u is p
the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃwave direction, k is the wavenumber vector,
v 5 gk is the (deep water) wave angular frequency,
and kUL is the upper bound of the wavenumber integration corresponding to a wavelength of 1 m. The
magnitude of the Stokes drift (averaged over 20% of the
mixing layer depth given by the KPP model) is shown in
Fig. 1 (right panels).
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TABLE 1. Location of 20 test sites for one-dimensional and LES models.
Site number
Location (km)
Site number
Location (km)
a
b

a

1
300
11a,b
0

2a
200
12a,b
220

3a
150
13a,b
240

4a
130
14a,b
260

5a
110
15a,b
280

6a
90
16a,b
2100

7a
70
17a,b
2120

8a,b
50
18a
2140

9a,b
30
19a,b
2200

10a,b
10
20a
2300

10-m mixed layer.
32-m mixed layer.

The 20 test locations perpendicular to the translation
direction are selected. They are given in Table 1 and
plotted for reference in Fig. 1 as white circles in the right
panels. At each location the time series of the wind stress
and waves are used to force the LES and one-dimensional
RANS models. An additional test is conducted to assess
the performance of the model in lower wind conditions.
A constant 10 m s21 wind is applied over the entire domain. The fully developed (steady state) wave spectrum
at a fetch of 2000 km is used to calculate a Stokes drift
profile. The LES and one-dimensional models then calculate the turbulence and mean ocean properties for 24 h
with this Stokes drift input, which is held constant. This
ensures that waves are neither time or fetch limited for
the constant wind experiments.
For the tropical cyclone experiments, one-dimensional
and LES simulations are performed for 48 h, with the
wind maximum occurring at 36 h. Comparison between
the two models is performed for a duration of 24 h at
each location, from 12 h before the wind maximum to
12 h after the wind maximum. This restricts the comparison between the one-dimensional simulation and
the LES model to periods with higher wind. The initial
potential temperature profile has a homogenous mixed
layer of u 5 29.258C and a constant stratification in the
interior of 20.04 8C m21, which are identical to Sullivan
et al. (2012). Two initial mixed layer depths are
investigated, a shallower depth of 10 m and a deeper
depth of 32 m. The simulations are performed across all
20 test locations for the 10-m depth and at 11 stations for
the 32-m depth. The 32-m mixed layer depth is chosen to
correspond to the Sullivan et al. (2012) experiment,
while the 10-m mixed layer depth is chosen as a reasonable upper limit for a shallow, summer mixed layer.
For the constant wind simulation the initial mixed layer
depth is 10 m, but the stratification is reduced to
20.018C m21 .
The LES and one-dimensional RANS model are run
with identical forcing, physical parameters, and the linear equations of state, which is defined as
r 5 r0 1 a(u 2 u0 ) ,

(11)

where the reference density r0 is 1026.95 kg m23 for u0 5
108C and the salinity S 5 35 psu. The salinity is kept

constant and the thermal expansion coefficient is
a 5 20.2 kg m23 (8C)21. For the one-dimensional model,
the General Ocean Turbulence Model (GOTM; Umlauf
et al. 2005) is used, which includes the Coriolis–Stokes
force and a modified KPP routine to account for the
Langmuir turbulence.
The LES domain for the tropical cyclone experiments
is (x, y, and z) 5 (750, 750, and 240 m) with a resolution
of (dx, dy, and dz) 5 (2.92, 2.92, and 1 m). For the
constant wind experiment, a smaller domain is used with
(x, y, and z) 5 (300, 300, and 180 m) and a resolution of
(dx, dy, and dz) 5 (1.56, 1.56, and 0.7 m). Our previous
sensitivity tests indicated that a higher resolution or a
larger domain size does not substantially change our
results, indicating that our resolution is adequate. We
also assessed the TKE partitioning between resolved
and subgrid scale (SGS). The resolved TKE is usually
greater than 75% of the total (resolved 1 SGS) TKE,
which also supports that our resolution is sufficient. The
LES model solves the SGS-averaged equations of momentum, density, and continuity following previous LES
Langmuir turbulence studies (McWilliams et al. 1997).
The phase-averaged momentum equations are solved in
the three-dimensional coordinate system:
Du
1 f ^z 3 (u 1 uS )
Dt
 
r
5 2=p 2 g^z
1 uS 3 (= 3 u) 1 SGS,
r0

(12)

where the model variables are SGS averaged, D/Dt 5
›/›t 1 u  ›/›x, x is the coordinate vector, u is the velocity vector, uS is the Stokes drift vector (the vertical
component is set to 0), f is the Coriolis parameter, p is
the generalized pressure [p/r 1 0.5(ju 1 uSj2 2 juj2)], p
is the pressure, and SGS are the subgrid-scale terms
described in detail by Rabe et al. (2015). Scalar
(temperature) distribution is solved by the advective–
diffusive equation:
Dr
1 uS  =r 5 SGS,
Dt

(13)

where r is the density [determined entirely by the temperature via Eq. (11)]. Volume conservation is ensured
via the incompressible continuity equation:
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FIG. 2. (top) LES results of near-surface (at 5-m depth) current magnitude and (bottom)
temperature anomaly (temperature minus initial temperature) for a 5 m s21 translating
tropical cyclone. The results are shown for (left) LES–ST, (center) LES–LT, and (right) the
difference between the two. Note the white regions in the upper-right panel have small
negative values. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the distance from the storm center
position normalized by the RMW (50 km).

=  u 5 0.

(14)

The Stokes drift is included in the momentum equation via
the Stokes–Coriolis force [term two on the LHS of Eq.
(12)], the CL vortex force [term three on the RHS of Eq.
(12)], and the generalized pressure. The Stokes drift also
contributes to the temperature equation via the additional
Stokes drift advection term. In general, the Langmuir
turbulence has a much greater impact on the mean current
profile than the Stokes–Coriolis force.
The LES is initialized in a similar manner as that described by Rabe et al. (2015). In each case, the stationary
simulation is run with the initial wind, wave, and density
profile until statistically stationary turbulence is achieved
(e.g., for multiple eddy turnover times; h/u*). The resulting field is then used as the initial condition for the
transient LES simulation. Unlike Rabe et al. (2015),
however, the mean current in the stationary solution is
removed from the initial condition, such that the initial
mean current is zero in both the LES and the onedimensional model.
The LES model is first run at each test location with
the Stokes drift set to zero. This means that both the
Langmuir turbulence and the Coriolis–Stokes force are
not simulated and the turbulence is primarily driven by
vertical current shear. The results from these simulations are referred to as LES–shear turbulence (ST).

Next, the LES model is run at each location with the
Stokes drift computed from the WW3 wave variance
spectrum. The Stokes drift profile is calculated directly from the spectrum on the LES model vertical
grid levels and linearly interpolated from the WW3 to
the LES model time step. The results of these simulations will be referred to as LES–Langmuir turbulence (LT). The LES results are averaged horizontally
into vertical profiles for comparing with results in the
one-dimensional model.

4. LES results
In Fig. 2, we present the difference between the mean
near-surface fields (temperature and currents at 5-m
depth) in LES–LT and LES–ST for the tropical cyclone
with 5 m s21 translation speed and the 10-m initial mixed
layer depth. The results with the larger translation speed
and/or the deeper initial mixed layer depth are qualitatively similar. Although the actual simulations are conducted over time at fixed locations, we use the time and
translation speed of the storm to transform from the
temporal coordinate to the spatial coordinate (in the
direction of the storm translation) to simplify the presentation. This transformation is possible because all
results are presented after the wave field has reached a
quasi-steady state with respect to the frame of reference
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FIG. 3. LES transect (at 50 km to right of storm center) of (top) current magnitude and
(bottom) temperature for a 5 m s21 translating tropical cyclone. The results are shown for
(left) LES–ST, (center) LES–LT, and (right) the difference between the two. The horizontal
axes indicate the distance from the storm center position normalized by the RMW (50 km).

moving with the storm. Since our simulations are
performed with a reasonably high spatial resolution in
the direction perpendicular to the storm translation
(Fig. 1), we can present the spatial snapshots of the
current and temperature fields in Fig. 2. These spatial
patterns remain independent of time after the wave field
has reached quasi-steady state.
The contribution of Langmuir turbulence to cooling is
greatest near the location of maximum Stokes drift
shown in Fig. 1. The additional cooling due to Langmuir
turbulence reaches a maximum of nearly 0.48C on the
right-hand side in a region where the total cooling is
between 2.58 and 38C. This is the region where the peak
waves are longest and the Stokes drift penetrates deepest into the water column. This is also the location of
rapid mixed layer deepening, suggesting that Langmuir
turbulence is a significant contributor to the deepening
of the mixing layer. The region of significant enhanced
cooling (0.18C or more) due to Langmuir turbulence is
quite large, extending to about 3 (2) times the RMW to
the right (left).
The near-surface current magnitude in LES–LT is
smaller by as much as 0.7 m s21 than that in LES–ST
near the location of the maximum current. The Langmuir turbulence significantly increases the turbulent
momentum transport within the upper portion of the
water column where the Stokes drift and its vertical
gradient are greatest. There is a small location near the
center and in the left rear of the hurricane where the

currents are slightly stronger in the presence of
Langmuir turbulence. Overall, Langmuir turbulence
has a more noticeable impact on the mixing of currents
than temperature in the upper water column, since the
current gradients are strong, but temperature is well
mixed and nearly uniform. This does not imply that the
contribution to surface cooling is trivial, since even a
temperature change of O(0.1) 8C may have significant
implications for the tropical cyclone development
(Emanuel 1999).
To demonstrate the vertical dependence of the
Langmuir turbulence impact in this study, we present
vertical transects of the upper-ocean current magnitude
and temperature from 50 km to the right of the storm
center (Fig. 3). The current is significantly decreased
near the surface in LES–LT compared to the LES–ST in
the area where the Stokes drift is large and the Langmuir
turbulence is strong. The difference between the LES–
LT and LES–ST currents decreases gradually from the
surface down to about 50 m, suggesting that the impact
of the Langmuir turbulence penetrates quite deep
compared to the Stokes drift itself, which mostly decays
within 10 m or so from the surface. Near the base of the
mixing layer the LES–LT current is greater than the
LES–ST currents, which is due to the increased mixing
depth in LES–LT. The LES–LT temperature is cooler
than the LES–ST temperature down to about 100 m, but
there is less vertical dependence of the temperature
difference compared to the current difference. At the
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FIG. 4. Cosine of the misalignment angle between the directions of the Reynolds stress ut
and vertical gradient u›Uh /›z of the (top) Lagrangian current and (bottom) Eulerian current for
5 m s21, translating tropical cyclone from the LES–LT simulations. The test sites are from
(left) 60 km to the left, (center) the storm center, and (right) 50 km to the right. The horizontal
axis indicates the distance from the storm center position normalized by the RMW (50 km).
Note that the color scale saturates at 0, but negative values can exist within the RMW. The
solid black line represents the mixing layer depth using the bulk Richardson number criterion.
Values beneath the mixing layer have been filtered out.

base of the mixing layer the LES–LT is warmer than
LES–ST due to the increased mixing depth.
The LES–LT data are used to compare the direction
of the turbulent Reynolds stress (u0 w0 , y0 w0 ) with the
Lagrangian and the Eulerian current shear directions
(Fig. 4). It is clear that during the tropical cyclone passage the Reynolds stress aligns better with the Lagrangian shear throughout the entire mixing layer.
There is a region of significant misalignment between
the turbulent stress and the Eulerian shear in the upper
30 m. In this region, the Lagrangian shear is dominated
by the Stokes drift shear, and the Eulerian shear is quite
small. This suggests that the stress parameterization [Eq.
(8)] based on the Lagrangian shear proposed by
McWilliams et al. (2012) predicts the direction of the
turbulent stress more accurately than the traditional
parameterization based on the Eulerian shear under
hurricane conditions.
During the passage of the hurricane eye there is strong
misalignment of the turbulent stress from both the

Eulerian shear and the Lagrangian shear. This may be
caused by strong disequilibrium of the turbulence in
this region as the wind magnitude and direction rapidly change. Any turbulence closure models that assume alignment of stress and current shear may not
perform well in these rapidly evolving conditions. To
incorporate misaligned shear/stress in the KPP model
requires the rotation of the stress from the shear direction
to be included in the Reynolds stress calculation following McWilliams et al. (2012). That study shows that including the misalignment information obtained from a
LES model improves the KPP performance. However,
this is not a practical approach for tropical cyclone–ocean
coupled forecast models.

5. Implicit Langmuir turbulence KPP model
Now that we have described the impact of Langmuir
turbulence under tropical cyclones based on the LES
results, we propose a modification to the KPP scheme
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that can reproduce the LES–LT results in the onedimensional model. This modification will proceed in
the following manner. First, we demonstrate that the
standard KPP scheme, which implicitly includes the typical (sea state independent) Langmuir turbulence impact,
is not adequate to reproduce the simulated temperature
and currents from the LES–LT (this section). Next, we
remove the implicit Langmuir turbulence impact from
the KPP model so that the one-dimensional simulation
accurately reproduces the LES–ST results (section 6). We
then introduce the explicit Langmuir turbulence impact
in two steps. In step one, we replace the Eulerian current with the Lagrangian current in KPP because the
LES results have clearly demonstrated that the turbulent fluxes are more closely aligned to the Lagrangian
shear than the Eulerian shear. We find that this step
does not produce enough mixing in the KPP model
compared to the LES–LT (section 7). In step two, we
introduce enhancement factors of the turbulent mixing
coefficient and the unresolved shear in KPP so that the
one-dimensional simulations best agree with the LES–
LT results (section 8).

a. Method
We first investigate the performance of the standard
KPP model (without explicit Langmuir turbulence effects) in tropical cyclone conditions. We define the
standard KPP model following Large et al. (1994) in
which the turbulent fluxes are calculated as the product
of the eddy viscosity KM (or diffusivity Ku) and the mean
vertical gradient of the momentum (or scalar) plus an
additional nonlocal (countergradient) component [Eqs.
(5) and (6)]. Because our experiments include only an
insignificant surface buoyancy flux, the nonlocal components are neglected.
The vertical profile of Kx (where x can be u or M) is a
function of normalized depth s 5 2z/h, where h is the
mixing layer depth (which is defined for KPP later in this
section). With the countergradient term dropped, Kx(s)
is equal to the product of the mixing layer depth h, the
turbulent velocity scale Wx, and a nondimensional shape
function Gx(s):
Kx (s) 5 hWx Gx (s) .

(15)

The nondimensional turbulent mixing shape function is
approximated by a cubic polynomial Gx(s) 5 a0 1 a1s 1
a2s2 1 a3s3. The coefficients are determined following
arguments of Large et al. (1994), where a0 must be equal to
zero (turbulent eddies do not cross the surface), a1 equals
one (to match the near-surface value of Kx ; 2ku*z), and
a2 and a3 can be determined by matching the value and
curvature of Kx to the interior. Since the interior turbulent
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mixing parameter is negligible in this study, a2 ; 22 and
a3 ; 1; thus, Gx(s) ; s(1 2 s)2 for both momentum and
temperature. The turbulent velocity scale is Wx 5
u*k/fx (sh/L), where k is the von Kármán constant, fx is
the universal stability function, and L is the Monin–
Obhukhov length u3* /(kB*). In this study, L  h and
Wx ; u*k for both momentum and temperature.
Therefore, Kx, Wx, and Gx are all identical for temperature and momentum.
The mixing layer depth h is calculated by the KPP
model using a bulk Richardson number Rib threshold,
which compares the relative contribution of stabilizing
buoyancy and destabilizing shear:
Rib (z) 5

[Br 2 B(z)]jzj
[U r 2 U(z)]2 1 [V r 2 V(z)]2 1 Vt2 (z)

, Ric ,
(16)

where B is the buoyancy, Vt is the unresolved turbulent
velocity shear, and the superscript r denotes a reference
value. At the bottom of the mixing layer Rib(z 5 2h) 5
Ric. The Ekman depth (hE ; 0:7u*/f ), which is important when stratification is weak, and the Monin–
Obhukov depth (hMO 5 L 5 u3* /B*k), which is important during surface heating (restratification) events,
further restrict this mixing layer. The value of Ric varies
based on the model resolution, but a typical value is 0.3.
The unresolved turbulence term contains the contribution of convection to mixing:
Vt2 (z) 5

Cy (2bT )1/2
(cs )21/2 jzjNWu ,
Ric k2

(17)

where N is the stability frequency and the constants are
Cy 5 1.6, bT 5 20.2, cs 5 98.96, and  5 0.1, following
Large et al. (1994). This Vt2 term should also include the
unresolved Langmuir turbulence contribution to
deepening the mixing layer (McWilliams et al. 2014).
The reference variables in the bulk Richardson number
(Ur, V r , and Br) are defined as the average over the
upper 10% of the mixing layer, following Large et al.
(1994) and Griffies et al. (2013). This averaging is a
standard procedure because it reduces the resolution
dependence of the bulk Richardson number. We also
find that this averaging prevents overpredicting the
mixing depth when the current is surface intensified,
particularly under extreme wind speeds.
This version of KPP with Ric 5 0.3 is defined as the
implicit Langmuir turbulence (iLT) version for this
study (hereinafter KPP–iLT) (see Table 2 for the list of
all KPP experiment descriptions). It should be noted
that this version of the model implicitly includes mean
wave impacts (including Langmuir turbulence) because
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TABLE 2. Description of various KPP model experiments.
KPP–iLT
KPP–ST
KPP–Lag
KPP–LT

KPP with implicit Langmuir turbulence.
Retuned KPP to shear turbulence.
Retuned KPP with Lagrangian currents.
Retuned KPP with Lagrangian currents and turbulent velocity-scale enhancement.

the coefficients (particularly Ric) have been determined
empirically from in situ data and the real ocean always
contains waves when there is significant wind.

b. Results
We first compare the mean near-surface (z 5 25 m)
values of both temperature anomaly (where the initial
temperature is subtracted from the simulated temperature) and currents. We evaluate the results at the nearsurface since this is most relevant for the hurricane
modeling application, but the conclusions are essentially
the same if we choose a deeper (z 5 230 m) transect for
comparison. The root-mean-square difference between
the KPP (one-dimensional GOTM) and LES results is
used as a metric to evaluate the KPP performance. RMS
difference is computed over 24 h (612 h relative to the
passage of the peak winds) in all test experiments (both
translation speeds, both initial mixed layer depths) and
at all locations. For the 5 m s21 translating storm this
corresponds to the spatial study transect of 432 km, and
for the 10 m s21 translating storm this corresponds to the
spatial study transect of 864 km. As long as the time and
location are consistent, this is a useful metric to compare
different KPP methods within this study. Note that because both the LES and the one-dimensional model are
initialized with zero mean current, the phases of the
inertial oscillations remain almost identical between the
two models.
The results of the KPP–iLT and LES–LT experiments
are compared in Fig. 5. All results (both initial mixed
layer depths and both translation speeds) are included in
the left panels. The small difference in the temperature
anomaly between KPP–iLT and LES–LT (less than
0.18C at most locations) suggests KPP–iLT does a reasonable job predicting the mean mixing layer depth and
surface cooling over the range of Langmuir turbulence
conditions under the tropical cyclones. KPP–iLT gives a
slight warm bias (Fig. 5, bottom-center and bottom-right
panels), but this bias could be corrected by adjusting the
critical Richardson number. The cooling on the lefthand side of the 5 m s21 moving tropical cyclone is noticeably underpredicted, which is discussed further in
the following section.
The currents predicted by KPP–iLT are much different from those predicted by LES–LT. The error is almost as large as the contribution of Langmuir turbulence

itself shown in Fig. 2. This suggests that increased nearsurface mixing from Langmuir turbulence is not captured well by KPP–iLT and that accurate current
predictions require introducing explicit Langmuir
turbulence effects in the KPP model. In the upper-left
panel, the time history of the current magnitude at
each LES location can be seen. Initially, both LES–
LT and KPP–iLT currents are zero. They increase and
diverge as the wind and Stokes drift increase and the
Langmuir turbulence becomes more important. They
eventually converge as the wind decreases and the
turbulent mixing becomes less important. Part of the
difference between the KPP–iLT current and the LES–
LT current is due to the presence of the Stokes drift itself.
Since the turbulent mixing occurs in response to the Lagrangian shear in LES–LT, the behavior of the Lagrangian current in LES–LT is more similar to the behavior of
the Eulerian current in KPP–iLT. Nevertheless, the difference between the KPP–iLT current and the LES–LT
current remains significant even below the depth of significant Stokes drift because of the enhanced Langmuir
turbulence mixing.

6. Shear turbulence KPP without wave effects
a. Method
Before introducing explicit Langmuir turbulence effects to rectify the underprediction of mixing in the KPP
model, it is necessary to remove the implicit wave impacts that are already included in KPP–iLT. To remove
the implicit Langmuir turbulence, we retune the critical
Richardson number by optimizing (reducing) the nearsurface RMS difference of temperature and current
between the one-dimensional simulations and the LES–
ST results. An alternative way to retune the KPP model
would be to keep the critical Richardson number unchanged and to reduce the turbulent velocity scale Wx at
large Langmuir numbers (to reduce the shear-driven
turbulence). This method, however, is not consistent
with the traditional near-surface wall layer turbulence
Wx ; ku* and does not yield good performance in the
KPP model. We find that the retuned critical Richardson
number of 0.235 gives optimal agreement between the
KPP and the LES–ST results for surface temperature
anomaly and currents. Interestingly, this is also similar
to the value of 0.25 found for atmospheric boundary
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FIG. 5. Results of (top) current magnitude and (bottom) temperature anomaly (temperature
minus initial temperature) at 50-m depth. (left) Results from the one-dimensional model with
the KPP–iLT on the vertical axis vs results from the LES–LT model on the horizontal axis. The
‘‘E’’ value is the RMS difference. (center) Difference between results from KPP–iLT and LES–
LT for the 5 m s21 translating tropical cyclone. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the
distance from the storm center position normalized by the RMW (50 km). (right) As in the
(center), but for the 10 m s21 translating tropical cyclone.

layer closure schemes similar to the KPP (see, e.g., Hong
and Pan 1996). This version of the KPP model is hereinafter called KPP–ST.

b. Results
The results of the KPP–ST and LES–ST experiments are compared (Fig. 6) in the same manner as
the previous section. The RMS difference for both
near-surface current and temperature anomaly are
considerably reduced across the range of forcing
parameters in this experiment as a result of modifying the critical Richardson number.
As in the case of KPP–iLT (Fig. 5), the cooling on
the left-hand side of the 5 m s21 moving tropical cyclone is noticeably underpredicted (Fig. 6, lowermiddle panel). This problem is clearly unrelated to
the Langmuir turbulence. It is rather related to KPP’s
shortcoming in handling the rapidly changing wind
forcing. When the wind speed rapidly decreases after
the storm passage, the near-surface current rapidly
decreases as well. The KPP model predicts a shallower
mixing layer depth based on the critical Richardson
number criterion, and the deepening of the mixing
layer ceases. However, the LES model shows that the
turbulence near the bottom of the mixing layer does

not weaken as rapidly and the mixing layer continues
to deepen during this phase of the tropical cyclone.
The KPP fails to accurately predict the vertical variation of the turbulence in such a transient and nonequilibrium condition. The problem is more evident
on the left-hand side because the mixing layer is much
shallower and the sea surface temperature is more
sensitive to the underprediction of the mixing layer
deepening. Because this is not related to the Langmuir
turbulence effect in the KPP model, we do not address
it any further in this study.

7. KPP with Lagrangian currents
a. Method
Before adding the explicit Langmuir turbulence parameterization into the KPP–ST model, we consider
the effect of the Lagrangian shear (with the Stokes
drift) in place of the Eulerian shear. Figure 4 indicates a
better alignment between the Reynolds stress and the
Lagrangian shear. In all diffusion equations the current
shear is replaced with the Lagrangian shear as shown in
Eq. (8). In addition, the bulk Richardson number calculation is modified to account for the Lagrangian
(Lag) shear:
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but KPP–ST is compared to LES–ST.

Rib (z) 5

[Br 2 B(z)]jzj
[ULr 2 UL (z)]2 1 [VLr 2 VL (z)]2 1 Vt2 (z)

, Ric ,
(18)

with the critical Richardson number fixed at 0.235 as in
the KPP–ST. This version of the KPP model is hereinafter called KPP–Lag.

b. Results
We now compare the results of the KPP–Lag and
LES–LT experiments to test the performance of the
KPP model using the Lagrangian currents (Fig. 7).
Clearly, KPP–Lag improves the current predictions
relative to KPP–iLT under a tropical cyclone. However,
there is now significantly more undercooling relative to
KPP–iLT. This suggests that the mixed layer deepening
and entrainment are underpredicted, since the surface
heat flux is omitted in this study.
To investigate the cause of the undermixing, we
compare the mixing coefficient KM in KPP–Lag and the
mixing coefficient KLES that is directly estimated from
the LES–LT results. Since the Lagrangian shear and the
stress are mostly aligned, the KLES is derived as follows:
ju0 w0 1 iy0 w0 j
.
KLES 5 

›UL 1 i ›VL 
 ›z
›z 

(19)

The mixing layer depth h is also required to obtain a
nondimensional mixing coefficient profile G(s)LES 5
KLES /(ku*h) from the LES results. The mixing layer

depth h is determined by applying the same bulk Richardson number threshold [Eq. (18)], with the critical
value of 0.235, to the LES mean field.
Examples comparing the nondimensional mixing coefficient profiles GM(s)and G(s)LES at locations to the
left and right of the storm track are presented in Fig. 8
(from a tropical cyclone experiment with a 5 m s21
translation speed and a 10-m initial mixed layer depth).
These examples are from (upper panels) 4 h prior to
maximum wind, (middle panels) the time of maximum
wind, and (lower panels) 4 h after the maximum wind. The
LES profiles (black dots) show a clear enhancement of the
mixing coefficient in the presence of Langmuir turbulence, which is missing in KPP–Lag (red line).
This analysis supports previous efforts (McWilliams
and Sullivan 2000) of enhancing the mixing coefficient in
the KPP model that varies with the Langmuir number.
In the next section, we will explore different ways of
enhancing the mixing coefficient in the KPP–Lag model.

8. KPP with Lagrangian currents and enhanced
mixing
a. Method
In the KPP model, the enhancement to the turbulent
mixing coefficient can be introduced through a factor FLT:
KxLT 5 Kx FLT ,

(20)

where Kx is defined by Eq. (15). The unresolved turbulent
shear contribution Vt2 [Eq. (17)] must also be modified to
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but KPP–Lag is compared to LES–LT.

account for the contribution of Langmuir turbulence
(following McWilliams et al. 2014):
Vt
(VtLT )2 5 Vt2 FLT
.

(21)

We differentiate between the enhancement to the unVt
and FLT used in the
resolved shear contribution FLT
mixing coefficient profile for reasons that will be discussed later in this section.
In previous studies the enhancement factor FLT has
been determined as a function of the turbulent Langmuir
number (McWilliams and Sullivan 2000; Van Roekel
et al. 2012). However, the definition of the turbulent
Langmuir number itself varies from study to study and
requires some consideration. McWilliams and Sullivan
(2000) define the turbulent Langmuir number based on
the surface Stokes drift:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*
,
Lat 5
juS (z 5 0)j

(22)

which is valid for aligned wind and waves. Another
proposed form, which also applies to the aligned case
only, is
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*
LaSL 5
,
hjuS jiSL

(23)

where hjuS jiSL is the Stokes drift magnitude averaged
over the surface layer, which is defined as the top 20%

of the mixed layer (Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008). In
Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008), the surface layer–
averaged Stokes drift is referenced to the Stokes
drift at the base of the mixed layer, but we find this
does not significantly impact the results because of
the large mixed layer depths observed in this study.
We have therefore approximated this reference
Stokes drift as 0, though this simplification may not be
appropriate for nonhurricane conditions. The averaging over the surface layer is performed because it is
unlikely that the waves that decay within the first few
meters contribute significantly to the Langmuir turbulence on scales relevant to the mixed layer. Van
Roekel et al. (2012) have further modified the Langmuir number definition to accommodate misaligned
wind and waves:
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u u* cos(uWind 2 uLag )
(24)
,
LaSLu 5 t
hjuS jiSL cos(uWaves 2 uLag )
where uWind is the wind direction, uWaves is the direction of the average Stokes drift, and uLag is the
direction of the Lagrangian shear over the surface
layer. They also suggest that the surface layer depth
should be defined as the top 20% of the mixing layer
rather than the mixed layer. The directional components define the projection of the wind and the
Stokes drift into the mean Lagrangian shear direction (used as a proxy for dominant Langmuir
turbulence eddy orientation). Note that this form
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FIG. 8. Vertical profile of nondimensional mixing coefficient at (top) 4 h prior to peak wind,
(middle) peak wind, and (bottom) 4 h after peak wind at locations (left) 240 and (right)
150 km as derived from the LES turbulent stress (black dots) compared to the parameterized
profile in the KPP model without any enhancement (solid red) and with the enhancement
proposed in Eq. (27) (solid blue). The dashed blue shows the KPP model result where the
enhancement is reduced near the surface and near the base of the mixed layer [Eq. (30)].

may yield a very small Langmuir number (strongly
enhanced Langmuir turbulence) if the Lagrangian
shear is significantly misaligned with wind, which is not observed in our LES experiments. Furthermore, this Langmuir
number is undefined if juWaves 2 uLagj exceeds p/2. Although such conditions rarely occur, it is important to

remove the nonphysical Langmuir number in complex
wind and wave conditions under a tropical cyclone.
In this study we find that the misalignment between the
wind and the Lagrangian shear is negligible [cos(uWind 2
uLag) ’ 1]. Therefore, for simplicity we neglect this effect
and modify the definition of the Langmuir number to
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FIG. 9. Spatial distribution of Langmuir number for a (top) 5 and (bottom) 10 m s21 translating tropical cyclone. The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the distance from the storm
center position normalized by the RMW (50 km). (left) Lat [Eq. (22)] based on the surface
Stokes drift (lower wavelength limit of 1 m), (center) LaSL [Eq. (23)] based on the surface
layer–averaged (top 20% of the mixing layer) Stokes drift, and (right) LaSLu0 [Eq. (25)] based
on the surface layer–averaged Stokes drift and corrected for misalignment between current
shear and waves. The white open circles in the right panels show the test site locations. The
color scale saturates above 0.8, but the Langmuir number can be much larger when the Stokes
drift is small and/or the wind stress is large.

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*
1
,
LaSLu0 5
hjuS jiSL max[cos(uWaves 2 uLag ), 1028 ]

(25)

that is, the misalignment between the waves, and the Lagrangian shear is limited to p/2 in the Langmuir number
calculation. We also define the surface layer as the top
20% of the mixing layer instead of the mixed layer. Note
that when the misalignment between the waves (Stokes
drift) and the Lagrangian shear exceeds p/2, there is a
possibility that the upper-ocean turbulence is suppressed
instead of enhanced due to surface waves (Rabe et al.
2015), that is, the enhancement factor may become less
than 1. However, we find that such occurrences are rare
(short lived at a particular location) and do not significantly affect the mixed layer deepening process. Therefore, we do not find it necessary to accommodate such
cases in the modified KPP model.
The three forms of the Langmuir number are compared in Fig. 9. At the surface, all resolved spectral

wavenumbers (k # kUL) contribute to the Stokes drift.
The decay rate is an exponential function of the wavenumber so that waves shorter than 10 m decay to less
than 10% of their surface value by z 5 22 m. This
means a larger magnitude for the surface-based definition of the Stokes drift (Lat, left panels) and thus smaller
Langmuir number. The center panel shows the surface
layer–averaged definition LaSL, where the surface layer
is defined as the top 20% of the mixing layer. This
Langmuir number is weighted toward the magnitude of
longer waves that contribute to the Stokes drift over a
larger fraction of the mixing layer. The projected surface
layer–averaged Langmuir number (LaSLu0 , right panels)
gives significantly higher values than LaSL when the
Lagrangian shear becomes misaligned with the waves,
mainly on the left of the storm and near the eye. For the
transient, turning wind in a moving tropical cyclone, the
projected definition of the Langmuir number is likely
more desirable. We have also tested the projected
Langmuir number LaSLu and have found that the results
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are almost identical to the LaSLu0 except for very small
areas (mainly inside the RMW) where LaSLu0 becomes
extremely small or undefined.
Next, we consider the enhancement factor FLT to
the turbulent eddy viscosity (or diffusivity) Kx as a
function of the turbulent Langmuir number. There
have been many previous attempts to scale the enhancement of the vertical velocity variance hw02 i
(averaged over the entire mixing layer or mixed
layer) normalized by the friction velocity squared and
the enhancement factor FLT in the KPP model. Some
LES studies support the scaling argument based on
the ratio of the Stokes production to the dissipation
and suggest hw02 i } u2* Lat24/3 (Min and Noh 2004;
Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008; Grant and Belcher 2009;
McWilliams et al. 2014), when the Stokes production
is significant (small Langmuir numbers). McWilliams
and Sullivan (2000) suggest an enhancement factor of
1/2
FLT 5 (1 1 0:08La24
t ) . Recently, Van Roekel et al.
(2012) have introduced a new scaling based on the
projected Langmuir number:
hw02 i
2

u
*
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cos2 (u

2 uLag )
Wind

5 0:6[1 1 (1:5LaSLu )22
1 (5:4LaSLu )24 ].

(26)

While the enhancement of hw02 i/u2* and the enhancement factor FLT should be related, the exact relationship
between the two is not trivial. This is because the
Langmuir turbulence likely modifies not only the velocity scale, but also the length scale in the KPP model.
In this study, we do not attempt to separate these two
contributions but rather focus on the total combined
impact on the mixing coefficient. We also separate the
enhancement of the mixing coefficient FLT and the enhancement of the unresolved turbulent shear contribuVt
because these two may be related to different
tion FLT
length and velocity scales.
Since there is no general consensus regarding the
form of FLT, we determine the enhancement factor
empirically by using the LES experimental results. As
described in the previous section, a nondimensional
mixing coefficient profile G(s)LES 5 KLES /(ku*h) can
be obtained from the LES results. The maximum
value of G(s)LES within the mixing layer is then
compared to the maximum value of GM(s)that is used
by the KPP model fi.e., max[GM(s)] ; max[s(1 2
s)2] ; 0.1481 for 0 # s # 1g. The ratio of these
quantities is the LES enhancement factor that should
be consistent with FLT in the modified KPP model.
In addition, the LES vertical velocity variance hw02 i
is readily available from the LES results, and the

enhancement of hw02 i/u2* can be compared to the LES
enhancement factor.
First, it is beneficial to perform this exercise using the
LES–ST experiments to confirm that the KPP–ST KM
profile agrees with the KLES profile derived from the
LES–ST. In this case, the Lagrangian current is equal to
the Eulerian current in Eqs. (18) and (19). The calcuLES
5 max[G(s)LES]/
lated LES enhancement factor fFLT
0.1481, the ratio of the maximum value of G(s)LES to
0.1481g is 0.81 6 0.20 (the latter number is the standard
deviation over n 5 6337) for all times and locations
except with wind speed less than 5 m s21 and the locations inside the RMW. These results suggest that the
KPP mixing coefficient is indeed consistent with the
effective mixing coefficient in the LES without wave
effects (no Langmuir turbulence), as expected from the
good agreement between the KPP–ST and LES–ST results, except for very low-wind conditions and very
complex wind conditions inside the RMW.
Figure 10 shows the LES enhancement factor (ratio
of maximum normalized LES mixing coefficient to
maximum normalized KPP mixing coefficient) as a
function of the surface layer–averaged Langmuir
number LaSL (middle-left panel) and the projected
surface layer Langmuir number LaSLu0 (lower-left
panel) for all LES experiments with waves. The results
are distinguished by different colors depending on the
locations relative to the storm. The projected Langmuir number reduces scatter relative to the surface
Langmuir number. The improvement is most prevalent
on the left-hand side of the storm where wind-wave
misalignment occurs more often. The LES enhancement
factor clearly exceeds 1 at most locations, suggesting that
Langmuir turbulence does indeed enhance the mixing
coefficient. By bin averaging our data, we find that the
LES enhancement factor scales well with a simple empirical form of
FLT 5 1 1 La21
SLu0 ,

(27)

shown by a solid black line, for Langmuir numbers above
0.8. The mixing coefficient enhancement appears to level
off around 2.25 for Langmuir numbers below 0.8, possibly
even decaying for lower Langmuir numbers. This is
qualitatively consistent with McWilliams et al. (2014),
who also find that the eddy viscosity magnitude decreases
at very low Langmuir numbers. However, after close
examination we have found that the leveling off or reduction of the enhancement factor only occurs in the rear
right of the storm, where the mixing layer depth h can be
significantly overestimated based on the Richardson
number criterion applied to the LES results. It is likely
that the overestimation of h contributes to the apparent
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FIG. 10. (left) LES enhancement factor (ratio of maximum normalized LES mixing coefficient to maximum
normalized KPP mixing coefficient) and (right) mixing layer–averaged vertical velocity variance scaled by the
friction velocity squared. Both quantities are plotted against (top) the surface layer Langmuir number LaSL and
(bottom) the surface layer projected Langmuir number LaSLu0 . The marker color locations are given in the map at
the top. White circles with vertical bars are bin averages with standard deviations. (The lines labeled in the legends
are described in the text.)

reduction of the LES enhancement factor. Because of this
uncertainty we cap the empirical enhancement factor at
2.25 for Langmuir numbers below 0.8 as shown by the
dashed black line.
Next, we examine the enhancement of hw02 i/u2* directly obtained from the LES results (right panels).
This exercise further demonstrates the importance of
the misalignment correction of the Langmuir number, supporting the results of Van Roekel et al.
(2012) and Rabe et al. (2015). It is interesting that the
scaling of Van Roekel et al. (2012) [Eq. (26) with

cos(uWind 2 uLag ) 5 1; green dashed line in Fig. 10] is a
very good fit to our LES results as well. We have also
found that our LES–ST results yield hw0 2 i/u2* 5 0.57 6
0.24, which is consistent with the large Langmuir number
limit of 0.6 by Van Roekel et al. (2012). At very low
Langmuir numbers the LES hw0 2 i/u2* starts to deviate
from the scaling of Van Roekel et al. (2012), possibly
because of the overestimation of h as discussed earlier. If
h is overestimated, the mixing layer average of hw02 i is
performed including a region of weak turbulence below
the real mixing layer and the result may be underestimated.
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We do not compare our results with the enhancement
factor given by McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) since
their form was obtained using the very different
Langmuir number Lat based on the surface Stokes
drift. The scaling of hw02 i/u2* presented in Harcourt
and D’Asaro (2008) avoids the asymptotic breakdown
as La / 0 (see McWilliams and Sullivan 2000;
Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008), unlike the scaling of
Van Roekel et al. (2012). However, the difference
between these two is appreciable only at very low
Langmuir numbers where our results are not reliable.
We also note that the values of hw02 i can be quite
different if the averaging is done over the entire mixed
layer (Van Roekel et al. 2012; Rabe et al. 2015) instead of the entire mixing layer (this study).
We now investigate the relationship between the
LES enhancement factor and the enhancement of
hw02 i/u2* . If we assume that the length scale of the
KPP mixing coefficient K M is not affected by the
Langmuir turbulence and the velocity scale of K M is
enhanced in the same manner as the square root of
the vertical velocity variance hw02 i, the enhancement
factor F LT should be identical to the square root of
hw02 i/u2* divided by its limiting value at large Langmuir numbers (no Langmuir turbulence). Then, the
scaling by Van Roekel et al. (2012) [Eq. (26)] suggests that
FLT 5 [1 1 (1:5LaSLu )22 1 (5:4LaSLu )24 ]1/2 .

(28)

However, this scaling significantly underestimates the
LES enhancement factor (blue dashed line in the left
panels of Fig. 10). If we instead assume that FLT is identical to the enhancement to hw02 i/u2* , the scaling of Van
Roekel et al. (2012) suggests
FLT 5 1 1 (1:5LaSLu )22 1 (5:4LaSLu )24 .
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(29)

This scaling (red dashed line in the left panels) is more
consistent in terms of the order of magnitude but still
underestimates the LES enhancement factors except for
very low Langmuir numbers. These exercises suggest
that the enhancement to the velocity and length scales of
KM is not simply related to the enhancement of the
vertical velocity variance hw02 i and support our approach of determining FLT empirically.
The ratio of KM and KLES is not constant with depth
(see Fig. 8). Comparing many similar profiles, we find
that this ratio roughly peaks at the maximum of the
KM profile and approaches 1 at the top and bottom
boundaries. For that reason we apply the enhancement
factor at its maximum where the nondimensional profile
also reaches its maximum. The enhancement factor is

then reduced to 1 approaching both the top and bottom
boundaries.
In summary, based on this analysis, we set our KPP
K
as
Langmuir turbulence enhancement factor FLT
K
0
FLT
(s) 5 1 1 (FLT
2 1)Gx (s)/max[Gx (s)] ,
0
FLT

5 1 1 La21
SLu0 ,

LaSLu0 $ 0:8,

(30)
(31)

(black solid line in Fig. 10) and
0
FLT
5 2:25,

LaSLu0 # 0:8,

(32)

(black dashed line in Fig. 10). Referring back to Fig. 8,
the KPP profile with the enhancement (blue) clearly
does a better job reproducing the LES turbulent mixing
coefficient profile compared to the KPP profile without
the enhancement (red). The impact of reducing the enhancement toward the bottom and the top (blue dashed)
greatly improves agreement near the surface and helps
avoid overentrainment of cool water at the base of the
mixing layer.
We find that using the same form of the enhancement
factor in both the turbulent mixing profile Kx and the
unresolved shear Vt does not work. This supports the
conclusion of McWilliams et al. (2014) that the scale of
Langmuir turbulence that contributes to the nearsurface mixing is different from the scale of Langmuir
turbulence that drives mixed layer deepening. The
deepening of the mixing layer (the contribution of
Langmuir turbulence to the Vt term) is underpredicted if
the same enhancement factor [Eqs. (31) and (32)] is
used. To address this, we empirically modify the enhancement factor for Vt to
21/2
Vt
5 1 1 2:3LaSLu
FLT
0

(33)

so that the bulk Richardson number calculation is now
Rib (z) 5

[Br 2 B(z)]jzj
[ULr

2

Vt 2
2 UL (z)] 1 [VLr 2 VL (z)]2 1 [Vt (z)FLT
]

.

(34)
This form [Eq. (33)] was found by optimizing the
agreement between the one-dimensional model and
the LES results of mixing layer depth evolution and
surface cooling, by varying both the slope and magnitude of the enhancement factor while maintaining
that the enhancement factor approaches one in the
large Langmuir number limit.
The KPP model with the Lagrangian shear (instead of
the Eulerian shear) and with the enhancement factors,
in the form of Eqs. (30)–(32) for Kx and Eq. (33) for Vt, is
hereinafter called KPP–LT.
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but KPP–LT is compared to LES–LT.

b. Results
The results of the comparison of the KPP–LT experiment against the LES–LT experiment (Fig. 11)
show much improved agreement compared to the
KPP–iLT experiment (Fig. 5). Most noticeably, the
prediction of the near-surface current has improved
from a RMS difference of 0.153 m s21 (with local differences greater than 0.5 m s21) to a much reduced
RMS difference of 0.030 m s21 (with local differences
smaller than 0.15 m s21). Even as the eye of the storm
passes, the prediction of the cooling remains within
0.18C of the LES–LT results in the center. After the eye
has passed, some undercooling in the KPP–LT experiment is noticeable particularly on the left-hand side.
However, this corresponds to the region where the
KPP performs even worse in shear-only turbulence
experiments, as discussed in section 6.
We have also conducted identical experiments with
slightly different enhancement factors for the turbulent
velocity scale and have found that the results are not
sensitive to their detailed form, provided 1) the enhancement factor for Kx is capped at low Langmuir
numbers, and 2) the enhancement factors for Kx and Vt
are set differently, with higher values for Vt. The latter
condition (condition 2) is consistent with the previous
scaling suggestions regarding the differences between
the near-surface Langmuir mixing and the thermocline
entrainment.
While the surface current and temperature are the
most important quantities for air–sea interaction

affecting tropical cyclone dynamics, the mixing
scheme should also provide accurate prediction of the
subsurface current and temperature. We find that the
mixing layer depth can exceed 200 m on the right side
of a slow-moving storm. To examine performance at
depth we present a typical example of the vertical
profiles of current magnitude and temperature from
the one-dimensional model with the various KPP
methods and from LES–LT (Fig. 12). The current direction is not greatly impacted by the different parameterizations and is not shown. Here, the results
from the tropical cyclone with the moderate (5 m s21)
translation speed and the 10-m initial mixed layer
depth are presented, but they are qualitatively similar
for all experiments. The KPP–LT results show the best
agreement with the LES–LT current profiles (top
panels), with some minor discrepancy in the current
shear profile near the base of the mixing layer. The
KPP–Lag does not correctly predict the mixing in the
upper 30 m, although it performs better than the KPP–
iLT. For the temperature anomaly profile (where the
initial stratification has been subtracted from the
simulated temperature profile), the KPP–LT performs
slightly better than the other KPP methods, although
the differences are small.
We examine the bulk impact of the various KPP
mixing schemes by comparing the mixed layer depth
hML from the one-dimensional model and from the
LES–LT (Fig. 13). Here, the definition of hML is the
depth where the maximum vertical temperature gradient ›Q/›z occurs. These results show that hML from the
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FIG. 12. Vertical profiles (from experiments listed in legend) of (top) current magnitude
and (bottom) temperature anomaly (temperature minus initial temperature) at time of peak
wind. The test sites are (left) 60 km to the left, (center) the storm center, and (right) 50 km to
the right.

KPP–LT agrees best with hML from the LES–LT compared to KPP–iLT and KPP–Lag (giving the smallest RMS
difference). The reason why the LES mixed layer is deeper
than the KPP prediction at later times is likely because in
the LES there is still some residual turbulence that contributes to mixing near the base of the mixed layer even
after the mixing layer depth has shoaled. We have also
examined the mixing layer depth h with the different KPP
mixing schemes and have found that the results are similar
to those of the mixed layer depth hML.

9. Constant moderate wind experiment
An additional test is performed to assess the performance of the KPP models under a constant moderate
wind (10 m s21) condition as described in section 3. The
results at the end of the experiment are shown in Fig. 14.
The right panel shows the temperature anomaly, where
the initial temperature profile for the constant wind
experiment (defined in section 3) is subtracted from the
temperature profile. While the KPP–Lag and KPP–iLT

FIG. 13. Mixed layer depth (defined as depth where maximum ›Q/›z occurs) from all
simulations comparing LES–LT with (left) KPP–iLT, (center) KPP–Lag, and (right) KPP–
LT for both translation speeds and both initial mixed layer depths. The value E is the RMS
difference computed over all points.
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FIG. 14. Vertical profiles at 24 h (left) for current magnitude and
(right) for temperature anomaly (temperature minus initial temperature) for a constant 10 m s21 experiment. The colors represent
the same experiments as in Fig. 12.

models perform similarly in this test, they both underpredict the cooling and deepening of the mixed
layer. The KPP–LT results yield the best agreement
with the LES model, even if the model tuning has been
done in high-wind, tropical cyclone conditions. This
experiment suggests that the improved performance
of the KPP–LT model is largely due to the enhancement factors (both in the mixing coefficient and Vt)
rather than using the Lagrangian shear in place of the
Eulerian shear.
Global climate models that use the standard KPP (no
Langmuir turbulence) tend to produce positive temperature biases and shallow mixed layer biases in the
Southern Ocean compared to observations (see Fan and
Griffies 2014). These biases are consistent with the warm
temperature bias and underpredicted mixed layer depth
produced by KPP–iLT in this constant wind experiment.
Fan and Griffies (2014) suggest that Langmuir turbulence may be a missing component of the KPP model in
the current global climate models that would lead to
underpredicted mixing. The Southern Ocean is where
this impact is primarily observed due to the consistent
wind forcing and resulting large swells. The best performance of the KPP–LT model in the constant wind
experiment suggests that it may be a suitable replacement of KPP–iLT in climate models to reduce
biases in these regions.

mean current profile. When the KPP is retuned to
remove the implicit Langmuir turbulence impact, it
adequately reproduces the mean current and temperature simulated by the LES model without the wave effects (shear only mixing).
Replacing the Eulerian currents with the Lagrangian
currents in this retuned KPP model improves the currents but degrades the surface cooling compared to the
standard KPP model. The turbulent mixing coefficient
estimated from the LES results is significantly larger
than in the KPP model, that is, the KPP with the Lagrangian currents underpredicts turbulent mixing. The
KPP parameterization of the mixing coefficient is improved by introducing an enhancement factor of the
turbulent velocity scale, which is dependent on the
Langmuir number. Separate enhancement factors are
needed for the turbulent mixing coefficient and for the
unresolved turbulent shear contribution.
This new modified version of the KPP model, with the
Lagrangian currents replacing the Eulerian currents and
the enhanced turbulent velocity scales, performs much
better than the standard version of the KPP for predicting
both temperature and current profiles under a tropical
cyclone. This modified KPP model also performs best
under constant moderate wind conditions (10 m s21). The
improvement compared to the standard KPP model
suggests that the new model may reduce undermixing
biases that have been previously documented in global
climate model simulations in the regions with consistent
wind forcing and large swells.
Here, we present the summarized KPP–LT scheme
(as implemented in this study). This KPP scheme is used
to solve for the vertical turbulent momentum and heat
(scalar) fluxes:
›UhL
, and
›z
›Q
.
u0 w0 5 2K(s)
›z

u0h w0 5 2K(s)

We have developed a series of KPP models and have
tested their performance against equivalent LES model
simulations in idealized tropical cyclone conditions. The
standard KPP model, without the explicit effects of the
Langmuir turbulence, does a reasonable job in predicting the mixing layer depth and the surface cooling under
an idealized tropical cyclone, but it yields inaccurate
prediction of the near-surface turbulent mixing and the

(35)
(36)

The mixing coefficient is set as
K
K(s) 5 hWG(s)FLT
(s) ,

10. Conclusions
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(37)

where h is determined as the shallowest depth at which
the bulk Richardson number
Rib (z) 5

[Br 2 B(z)]jzj
[ULr

2

Vt 2
2 UL (z)] 1 [VLr 2 VL (z)]2 1 [Vt (z)FLT
]

(38)
exceeds the critical value (0.235 for this study). The
enhancement of the unresolved turbulence is set as
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21/2
Vt
FLT
5 1 1 2:3LaSLu
0 ,

(39)

and the enhancement to the turbulent mixing coefficient
is set as
K
0
(s) 5 1 1 (FLT
2 1)G(s)/max[G(s)] ,
FLT
0
FLT

5 1 1 La21
SLu0 ,

0
FLT

5 2:25,

LaSLu0 $ 0:8,

LaSLu0 # 0:8.

and

(40)
(41)
(42)

The next step of this research will be to introduce this
modified KPP model into three-dimensional ocean
models. This will allow the impact of the Langmuir
turbulence to be more thoroughly evaluated against
available in situ observations.
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